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ABSTRACT 

The effects of the partial suction side rim on the aerodynamics and heat transfer cooling performance of the turbine 
blade squealer tip using three-dimensional Reynold-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and standard k 
turbulence model were investigated. The numerical heat transfer coefficient of the turbine blade with the flat tip was well 
agreed with the experimental data. The accuracy of the employed numerical method was validated. The leakage flow 
pattern, heat transfer coefficient and film cooling effectiveness of the intact rim tip with 1% of blade height tip clearance 
and 2% of blade height cavity depth for two tip film cooling layouts, at the blow ratio of 0.95, were compared and analysed. 
The results show that the total pressure loss of Layout 2 with film holes assigned near the cavity pressure side is larger than 
Layout 1 with film holes arranged along the cavity bottom camber line, but Layout 2 has a better tip cooling effect and 
validly reduce the tip thermal load. Five partial suction side rim tips were designed based on the full rim tip; it is found that 
Case 7, 10% of suction side rim is removed, has the best comprehensive aerodynamics and heat transfer cooling 
performance, compared to Case 2, the averaged total pressure loss coefficient drops by 6.6%, the averaged heat transfer 
coefficient only increases by 0.85% and the averaged film cooling effectiveness increases by 2.9%. The present work 
provides a reference to the high efficiency film cooling layout and rim structure design for the turbine blade squealer tip. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The increase of gas turbine inlet temperature and 

pressure enhances the energy conversion efficiency and 
reduce the heat consumption rate. However, the thermal 
load of the high-pressure turbine blade tip increases 
synchronically. Meanwhile, the tip leakage loss accounts 
for about 33.3% of the total loss for the rotor blade. 
Therefore, there is still a substantial possibility in blade tip 
improvement[1]. At present, the optimization of film 
cooling layout and improvement of tip structure are the 
main methods to reduce the tip thermal load and leakage 
loss for high-pressure turbine. The research on flow heat 
transfer characteristics and film cooling layout of the high-
pressure turbine blade tip is of great significance for safe 
and efficient operation[2]. 

Currently, the squealer tip is one of the commonly 
used tip structures. Zou et al. [3]numerically studied the 
aero-thermal performance of the squealer tip and pointed 
out that the scraping vortex had sealed effect, which 
increases the leakage flow dissipation in the cavity and 
reduces the export equivalent flow area of the tip clearance, 
thence the tip leakage loss decreased. Jeong et al.[4] 
experimentally investigated the heat transfer cooling 
characteristic of the squealer tip with partial cavity. 
Compared with the traditional squealer tip, the tip heat 
transfer coefficient at the leading edge reduced; however, 
the tip film cooling effectiveness was lower at the same 
blow ratio and density ratio. Based on the squealer tip, 
researchers designed and developed the different tip 
structures with ribs or winglets. Ye et al.[5] and Jiang et 
al.[6] numerically studied and found that taking appropriate 
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the tip rib layout could reduce the tip thermal load and 
aerodynamic loss effectively. Huang et al.[7] adopted the 
numerical method to study the flow and heat transfer 
cooling performance of the squealer tip with pressure 
surface winglet. The results demonstrated that compared to 
the squealer tip, the total pressure loss of the tip with 
pressure surface winglet reduced by 12%, and the tip 
averaged heat transfer coefficient dropped by 17%. Jiang 
et al.[8] numerically contrasted three tip squealer winglet 
structures and revealed that squealer winglet at the suction 
surface has the trade-off of the heat transfer and 
aerodynamic performance. Through the experimental 
measurement, Zou et al.[9] discovered that the suction 
surface winglet could reduce the driving pressure 
difference at the tip leading edge and increase the driving 
pressure difference after the middle chord, while the 
pressure surface winglet had a little impact.  

Researchers also placed emphasis on the squealer tip 
rim. Azad et al.[10] used experimental methods to 
investigate the influence of the rim position. As to single 
rim structures, they found that the tip heat transfer 
coefficient was the lowest when the rim was located on the 
suction side. Mhetras et al.[11] measured the film cooling 
effectiveness of the partial pressure side rim tip. The results 
stated that removing the pressure side rim at the trailing 
edge could improve the tip cooling efficiency near the 
trailing edge. Andreoli et al.[12] carried out the multi-
objective optimization of the squealer tip rim profile. The 
optimized blade tip heat flux dropped by 65% and the 
aerodynamics efficiency increased by 0.65%. Lomakin et 
al.[13] numerically calculated the efficiency of the tip with 
partial pressure side or suction side rim, they found that 
removing the rim near the trailing edge could reduce the 
tip leakage vortex intensity, meanwhile the efficiency of 
the partial suction side rim tip was higher than that of the 
partial pressure side rim tip. Compared to adding ribs or 
winglets on the blade tip, removal of the partial tip rim not 
only can reduce the leakage loss, but also its tip thermal 
load doesn't increase as the tip superficial area becomes 
larger, but in the current study, for the partial rim tip, the 
mechanisms of the tip leakage loss decline and heat 
transfer cooling performance are seldom discussed. 

Film cooling, as one of the important ways to cut 
down the tip thermal load, also has received wide attention. 
Du et al.[14] numerically studied effects of the aperture, 
pitch ratio and position of film holes and blow ratio on the 
film cooling effectiveness. Zhou et al.[15] adopted the fluid-
structure coupling method to discuss the influence of blow 
ratio, film holes’ position and incident angle on the tip heat 
transfer characteristic. They pointed out that when the film 
holes were in the upstream position where the leakage flow 
impacted the cavity bottom, Nu number on the wall 
decreased. Cheng et al.[16] experimentally investigated the 
tip film cooling effectiveness of six tip film cooling 
layouts. When the film holes located near the cavity 
suction side, the cooling injection had the worst tip cooling 
effect. Saul et al.[17] experimentally measured the heat 
transfer coefficient and film cooling effectiveness of the 

blade tip under the transonic flow condition. They pointed 
out that the interaction of the tip leakage flow and cooling 
injection would improve the local heat transfer coefficient. 
Ma et al.[18,19] numerically and experimentally studied the 
heat transfer cooling characteristic of three tip film cooling 
layouts. They concluded that the tip heat transfer 
coefficient distribution was related to the opposite vortex 
pairs around film holes. Although researchers have studied 
tip film cooling layouts for a long time, there is still a lack 
of research on the film cooling layout for the specific 
partial rim tip.  

The rim shape and film cooling layout of the squealer 
tip have noticeable effects on the aero-thermal 
performance, removing the partial suction side rim can 
effectively weaken the tip leakage vortex strength. In this 
article, ANSYS CFX 18.0 is utilized to carry out the steady 
numerical calculation of GE-E3 high-pressure turbine  
blade squealer tip. The aero-thermal performance 
comparison of two tip film cooling layouts is conducted. 
Tip film cooling layout 2, which is close to the cavity 
pressure side, is adopted to study the aerodynamics and 
heat transfer cooling performance of the partial suction 
side rim tip. The partial suction side rim tip combined with 
film cooling is employed to reduce the total pressure loss 
and tip thermal load, which provides a reference to the 
design and improvement of turbine blade tip structure and 
film cooling layout. 

NUMERICAL METHOD 
This paper applies ANSYS CFX as a numerical 

solution tool. CFX-SOLVER obtains the flow field 
information by solving the three-dimensional Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes equations.  

The turbulence model verification adopts the flat tip 
blade which is generated by amplification three times of 
GE-E3 turbine stage blade tip profile. The blade axial 
chord is 86mm, the blade height is 122mm and the tip 
clearance is 1.5% of the blade height. In order to prevent 
backflow during calculation, the inlet and outlet section 
length is extended to 1.2 and 1.9 times axial chord 
respectively. The setting of the calculation boundary 
conditions is consistent with the experimental conditions: 
the inlet total pressure of 126.9kPa, the inlet total 
temperature of 297K, the inlet turbulence intensity of 
9.7%, the inlet air flow angle of 32  , the no-slip wall 
temperature of 340K and the outlet pressure of 102.7kPa. 
ANSYS ICEM is utilized to generate the structural grid 
and O-block is employed to improve the mesh quality. The 
grid refinement near the wall is implemented to ensure y 

of the turbulence model based on is less than 1 and y  of 
the turbulence model based on is between 30 and 40. 

The heat transfer coefficient h is defined as  

 wh q T T  .   (1) 

where q is the wall heat flux, wT is the wall temperature and
T is the primary flow temperature. 
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(a) experimental data   (b) standard k   

 
(c) standard k       (d) SST k   

 
(e) RNG k   

Figure 1 Comparison of Tip Heat Transfer 
Coefficient Contours among Four Turbulence 
Models and Experimental Data 
 

Figure 1 displays the tip heat transfer coefficient 
contour calculated by four turbulence models and obtained 
from experiments[20]. It is found that the tip heat transfer 
coefficient contour calculated by standard k  model is 
the closest to the experimental value, the tip heat transfer 
coefficient of standard k  model at the middle chord and 
trailing edge is larger than experimental result, while the 
tip heat transfer coefficient of SST k  model and RNG
k  model is overall small. In fact, the flow in the 
boundary layer must be calculated accurately when the 
heat transfer is considered, but the turbulence model based 
on adopts wall function which incorrectly estimates tip 
heat transfer. As such, the subsequent numerical 
calculations all adopt standard k  turbulence model. 

 
Table 1 GE-E3 Turbine Geometrical Parameters 

Parameters Values 

vane number 46 

blade number 76 

blade tip clearance S/mm 0.42 

blade height H/mm 42.28 

cavity depth hs/mm 0.8 

axial chord Cax/mm 28 

 

 
Figure 2 GE-E3 High-pressure Turbine Stage 
 

The GE-E3 high-pressure turbine stage consists of 46 
vanes and 76 blades. Table 1 contains the important 
geometrical parameters. In order to reduce the amount of 
calculation, a single-passage model is selected, both sides 
of passage are set as periodic boundaries and the outlet is 
set at 1.8 times axial chord downstream the blade trailing 

edge to prevent backflow, as shown in Figure 2. Nine 
circular film holes are arranged along the camber line on 
the cavity bottom at equal intervals, the film hole diameter 
is 0.5mm, the film hole pipe radial length is 4mm ensuring 
the coolant is fully developed when it enters into the cavity. 
The interface between the stator outlet and rotor inlet 
adopts the Mixing-Plane method in CFX. The structural 
grid of rotating blade generated by ICEM is revealed in the 
Figure 3, the first cell thickness of wall surface is 0.001mm 
to guarantee the is less than 1 and the grid around film 
holes is also refined. The calculation boundary conditions 
are given in Table 2. 

The film cooling effectiveness is defined as  

= aw m

c m

T T

T T
 


.    (2) 

where awT  is the adiabatic wall temperature, mT  is the 
mainstream temperature, the adiabatic wall temperature 
without cooling is used instead and cT  is the coolant 
temperature. 

 

 
Figure 3 Rotating Blade Structural Grid 

 
Table 2 Calculation Boundary Conditions 

Boundary condition Values 

vane inlet total pressure Ptotal,0/kPa 344.74 

inlet total temperature Ttotal,0/K 712.08 

inlet air flow angle α0/ ° 0 

inlet turbulence intensity Tu/%  10 

wall heat flux adiabatic 

blade outlet pressure P2/kPa 141.44 

rotation speed ω/r·min-1 8450 

wall heat flux adiabatic 

cooling 
injection 

inlet total temperature Ttotal,c/K 344 

mass flow rate (MFR) of a 
single film hole mc/kg·s-1 

3.75E-05 

 
The grid independence analysis is carried out through 

four sets of structural grid and the corresponding area-
averaged film cooling effectiveness on the cavity bottom is 
shown in Table 3. With the increase of grid number, the 
averaged film cooling effectiveness decreases and the 
reduction has gradually slowed down. When the grid 
number reaches 6.4 million, the relative error with the 
previous one is 0.86%, indicating that the size of grid 
number has a weak impact upon the tip film cooling 
effectiveness, the grid independence has been achieved at 
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present. Therefore, the following calculation grid number 
is all about 6.4 million. 
 
Table 3 Averaged Film Cooling Effectiveness on 
the Cavity Bottom for Four Different Grids 

Grid number/million   

3.2 0.137091 

4.8 0.132050 

6.4 0.131009 
8.0 0.130224 

RIM STRUCTURE AND FILM COOLING LAYOUT 
The blow ratio M is defined as 

 c c m mM v v  .   (3) 

where c is the coolant density, cv is the coolant velocity,

m is the mainstream density and mv is the mainstream 
velocity, taking the averaged density and averaged velocity 
of rotor inlet instead. The method of controlling the coolant 
mass flow rate is adopted to keep the blow ratio at 0.95. 
 
Table 4 Rim Structure and Film Cooling Layouts 

Model 
Tip rim 
structure 

Length of 
suction side 
rim removed 

Tip film 
cooling 
layout 

Case 1 Structure 1 0 
Layout 1 
(along the 
camber line)  

Case 2 Structure 1 0 

Layout 2 
(near the 
pressure 
side) 

Case 3 Structure 2 
30% axial 
chord  

Layout 2 

Case 4 Structure 3 
25% axial 
chord  

Layout 2 

Case 5 Structure 4 
20% axial 
chord  

Layout 2 

Case 6 Structure 5 
15% axial 
chord  

Layout 2 

Case 7 Structure 6 
10% axial 
chord  

Layout 2 

 
Table 4 lists the computational models with different 

suction side rim structure and corresponding tip film 
cooling layout. The tip rim configuration and film cooling 
layout are shown in Figure 4. Previous studies have shown 
that the reduction in aerodynamic loss caused by the 
removal of suction side rim at the trailing edge is larger 
than that caused by the removal of pressure side rim[13]. 
Therefore, based on the blade with 1% of blade height tip 
clearance and 2% of blade height cavity depth, the blade 
tip with intact rim is recorded as Structure 1, the blade tip 
with 30%、25%、20%、15% and 10% of axial chord 
suction side rim removed is respectively marked as 
Structure 2~6. Structure 1 with intact rim adopts Layout 1 

with film holes arranged along camber line and Layout 2 
with film holes located near the cavity pressure side, 
Structure 2~6 all adopt Layout 2.  
 

 
(a) Case 1       (b) Case 2      (c) Case 3 

 
 (d) Case 4       (e) Case 5      (f) Case 6 

 
(g) Case7 

Figure 4 Turbine Blade Squealer Tips with 
Various Rim Structures and Film Cooling Layouts 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
TIP FLOW CHARACTERISTIC 

Figure 5 contrasts the tip leakage flow streamlines 
distribution among seven models. Figure 6 shows the tip 
leakage flow pattern inside the cavity at four typical cross-
sections (P1~P4) for Case 1, 2 and 4, the cross-sections are 
coloured with Mach number.  

As to Case 1 and 2, the tip leakage flow characteristics 
inside the cavity are fundamentally identical. As shown in 
Figure 6 (a) and (b) P1, the tip leakage flow entering the 
clearance from the leading edge forms the pressure side 
corner vortex (PCV) in the cavity. The PCV evolves 
towards the trailing edge and eventually disappears at the 
cavity trailing due to the rim obstruction. On account of the 
relative high-speed movement between the casing and 
blade tip, a part of the tip leakage flow entering the gap 
rolls up into the scraping vortex (SV). The SV also 
develops towards the trailing edge and finally disappears 
at 70% of axial chord near the cavity suction side, then the 
PCV dominates the cavity flow pattern. Most of the tip 
leakage flow at middle chord passes through the PCV and 
SV, after exiting the gap from the suction side, the tip 
leakage vortex (TLV) is established near the suction 
surface top (SS). Simultaneously, a small-sized suction 
side corner vortex (SCV) appears at the cavity suction side. 
The relative position of vortexes inside the cavity is 
revealed in Figure 6 (a) and (b) P2. The cooling layout 
distinction affects the SV position. The SV in Case 2 is 
greatly affected by the cooling injection, which is closer to 
the cavity suction side than that in Case 1. The coolant 
streamlines are also greatly affected. Most of the cooling 
injection in Case 1 follows the tip leakage flow and exits 
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the gap from the suction side. While the film holes in Case 
2 are closer to the cavity pressure side, the cooling 
injection isn’t fully caught up by the tip leakage flow, a 
part of coolant is biased to the suction side, the other part 
of coolant is biased to the pressure side, as shown in Figure 
6 (a) and (b) P3. The PSV in Case 2 is impacted by the 
upstream coolant, many small vortexes appear after 60% 
of axial chord near the pressure side. However, in Case 1, 
the PSV is less affected by the upstream cooling injection 
at the trailing edge, its structure is relatively complete. The 
tip leakage flow of two cooling layouts all directly passes 
over the blade tip at the trailing edge, as shown in Figure 6 
(a) and (b) P4. 

 

   
(a) Case 1                (b) Case 2 

   
(c) Case 3                (d) Case 4 

   
(e) Case 5                (f) Case 6 

 
(g) Case 7 

Figure 5 Three-dimensional Tip Leakage Flow 
Streamlines among seven Computational Models 
 

 

 
(a) Case 1 

 
(b) Case 2 

 
(c) Case 4 

Figure 6 Tip Leakage Flow Pattern inside the 
Cavity and Mach Numbers Contours Distribution 
at Four Cross-sections: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) 
Case 4 

 
The tip leakage flow pattern of Case 3~7 with partial 

suction side rim at the leading edge and middle chord are 
roughly similar to Case 2 with the same cooling layout. 
However, at the position where the suction side rim 
disappears, the tip leakage flow is not blocked by the rim 
when it exits the cavity. The tip leakage flow impact on the 
TLV changes the size and position of TLV. Compared to 
Case 2, the size of TLV in Case 3 increases, the size of 
TLV in Case 4 remains unchanged, the size of TLV in Case 
5~7 decreases. The TLV in Case 6 is the smallest among 
the computational blade tip structures. 
 
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 

The pressure coefficient pC is defined by Equation 4 

,1

local
p

total

P
C

P
 .    (4) 

where localP is the local static pressure, ,1totalP is the rotor inlet 

total pressure.  
Figure 7 shows stream-wise distributions of the 

pressure coefficient on the pressure surface (PS) and SS at 
97% H among seven computational models. Figure 8 gives 
the value of the tip leakage MFR among seven 
computational models. In addition, the tip leakage MFR is 
equal to the coolant MFR adding the primary gas leakage 
MFR. As to Case 1 and 2, the pressure coefficient on the 
PS are similar, but on the SS, the pressure coefficient of 
Case 2 is slightly less than that of Case 1. Due to the tip 
driving pressure difference increasing, the tip leakage 
MFR of Case 2 is larger than that of Case 1. Compared to 
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the Case 2, the pressure coefficient of Case 3~7 on the PS 
is slightly reduced, while the pressure coefficient on the SS 
is significantly reduced in the range of 20%~50% and 
60%~85% axial chord, the augment of tip driving pressure 
difference leads to the tip leakage MFR increasing. The 
pressure coefficient of Case 3 and 4 on the SS gradually 
increase after a sharp drop at 72% and 78% axial chord 
respectively, which is related to the phenomenon that the 
SV is not blocked by the suction side rim when it out of the 
cavity. With the reduction of tip rim circumferential width 
for Case 3~7 at the trailing edge, the tip pressure difference 
also decreases in the range of 90%~100% axial chord. 

The more tip suction side rim is removed; the more 
tip areas exist a single rim, so that the sealing performance 
becomes worse. The tip leakage MFR of the partial suction 
side rim is entirely larger than Case 2 with the intact rim. 
Case 3 has the maximum increase in leakage mass flow 
rate and Case 7 has the minimum increase among five 
partial suction side rim tip models in this article. 
 

 
Figure 7 Pressure Coefficient Distribution on the 
Blade PS and SS at 97% H among Seven 
Computational Models 
 

 
Figure 8 Tip Leakage MFR among Seven 
Computational Models 
 

The total pressure loss coefficient ptC is defined to 
evaluate the aerodynamic performance of computational 
models by Equation 5 and 6 

   pt ref total refC P P P P   .  (5)  

,1 ,main total c total c
ref

main c

m P m P
P

m m

  






. (6) 

where totalP is the local total pressure, P is the local static 
pressure, mainm is the blade passage MFR, ,1totalP is the rotor 
inlet total pressure, cm is the coolant MFR of a single film 
hole and ,total cP is the coolant inlet total pressure.  

Figure 9 compares the value of area-averaged total 
pressure loss coefficient at Plane 5 among seven 
computational models. As to Case 1 and 2, since the tip 
leakage MFR of Case 1 is larger than that of Case 2, the 
averaged total pressure loss is higher in Case 2. The 
averaged total pressure loss coefficient of Case 3~6 
decreases in order, but there is an exception, the total 
pressure loss coefficient of Case 7 increases substantially 
compared to Case 6. It is found that only Case 3 has a slight 
increase compared to Case 2, Case 4~7 decreases in 
different degrees. The averaged total pressure loss of Case 
6 with 15% of axial chord suction side rim removed is the 
smallest, which is reduced by 6% and 7.9% compared to 
Case 1 and 2. The result indicates that the partial suction 
side rim tip can effectively reduce the total pressure loss 
and the length of removed suction side rim has a significant 
effect on the aerodynamic performance. 

 

 
Figure 9 Averaged Total Pressure Loss 
Coefficient at Plane 5 among Seven Researched 
Models 
 

 

 
 

 
(a) Case 1   (b) Case 2   (c) Case 3    (d) Case4 
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 (e) Case5    (f) Case6    (g) Case7 

Figure 10 Total Pressure Loss Coefficient 
Contours Distribution at Plane 5 among Seven 
Computational Models 
 

 
Figure 11 Total Pressure Loss Coefficient 
Distribution along Span-wise at Plane 5 among 
Seven Computational Models 
 

Figure 10 compares contours of the total pressure loss 
coefficient at Plane 5 among seven computational models. 
Figure 11 provides the span-wise distribution of the total 
pressure loss coefficient at Plane 5. There exists four high 
total pressure loss coefficient zones in Figure 11: the total 
pressure loss caused by the TLV in the range of 
80%~100% relative blade height; the total pressure loss 
created by the upper passage vortex (UPV) in the range of 
60%~80% relative blade height, the total pressure loss 
generated by the down passage vortex (DPV) in the range 
of 20%~40% relative blade height and the total pressure 
loss produced by the hub corner vortex (HCV) in the range 
of 0%~5% relative blade height. The change of the tip rim 
structure and film cooling layout primarily affects the total 
pressure loss caused by the TLV and UPV. 

As to Case 1 and 2, the total pressure loss of Case 2 
caused by the TLV is slightly larger than that of Case 1, 
which is concerned with different locations of the SV. 
While the total pressure loss of Case 2 caused by the UPV 
is smaller than that of Case 1. In order to reveal the reasons 

for the total pressure loss change, the orthogonal vorticity

n is used by Equation 7 

n n   .    (7) 

where is the vorticity and n is the normal vector of the 
cross-section. 

The size of orthogonal vorticity reflects the vortex 
strength. Figure 12 compares contours of the orthogonal 
vorticity at eight cross-sections among seven 
computational models, which displays the development of 
the TLV and UPV along the stream wise and elucidates the 
mechanism of the total pressure loss. The TLV closing to 
the SS top, develops along the stream wise gradually. 
Besides, below the TLV, the UPV with opposite rotating 
direction is formed by the pressure difference in the rotor 
passage and also grows along the stream wise. There is a 
mutual restraint relationship between the TLV and UPV. 

 

 

 
(a) Case 1             (b) Case 2 

 
(c) Case 3             (d) Case 4 

 
(e) Case 5             (f) Case 6 

 
(g) Case 7 

Figure 12 Orthogonal Vorticity Contours 
Distribution along the Stream-wise among Seven 
Computational Models 
 

Return to two film cooling layouts of the intact rim 
tip, as mentioned before, the SV of Case 2 is closer to the 
cavity suction side than that of Case 1. Hence, the SV has 
a poorer chocking effect on the tip leakage flow entering 
the clearance from the pressure side in Case 2. With the 
increase of the tip leakage MFR, the total pressure loss of 
Case 2 caused by the TLV increases naturally. Meanwhile, 
the TLV enhancement strengthens its suppression on the 
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UPV, the total pressure loss generated by the UPV is 
slightly reduced in Case 2. 

As to Case 3~7 with the partial suction side rim tip, 
compared to Case 2, the high loss zone produced by the 
TLV in Case 3~5 is shifted to the endwall, but its position 
in Case 6 and 7 has not changed. For the total pressure loss 
caused by the TLV, the loss of Case 3 increases and the 
loss of Case 5~7 are all reduced, Case 6 has the smallest 
total pressure loss produced by the TLV. For total pressure 
loss caused by the UPV, the loss of Case 3~7 is all reduced 
in varying degrees. The more suction side rim is removed, 
the smaller total pressure loss generated by the UPV will 
be, but the location of high loss zone generated by the UPV 
doesn’t alter. 

It can be seen in Figure 12 (c)~ (g) that downstream 
the position where the suction side rim starts to disappear 
(70%, 75%, 80%, 85% and 90% axial chord), the tip rim 
cannot hinder the tip leakage flow at the suction side. The 
tip leakage flow direct impact destroys the TLV local 
structure. The TLV strength is weakened by the impact, 
moreover, the TLV shifts to the endwall. However, the 
absence of the partial suction side rim results in the 
increase of leakage MFR compared to the intact rim tip. 
After being impacted by the tip leakage flow, the TLV 
develops at a faster speed due to the leakage MFR increase. 
Under the combined effect of two factors, the total pressure 
loss of the TLV has changed. 

As shown in Figure 12 (c), although the TLV of Case 
3 is greatly weakened by the tip leakage flow impact 
downstream 70% axial chord, but the increase of the tip 
leakage MFR leads to development of the TLV along the 
stream wise faster than Case 2. Downstream the blade 
trailing edge, the TLV of Case 3 becomes stronger and its 
total pressure loss naturally increases. As to the TLV of 
Case 4, the strengthening effect of the tip leakage MFR 
increase offsets the weakening effect of the tip leakage 
flow impact, the total pressure loss of Case 4 caused by the 
TLV is basically the same with Case 2, only the position 
of high loss zone changes as the TLV shifts to the endwall, 
as is shown in Figure 12 (d). For the TLV of Case 5~7, the 
strengthening effect is less than the weakening effect, the 
high loss zone of the TLV lessens and the TLV strength of 
Case 6 is the smallest among seven computational models. 
Although Case 6 lacks more suction side rim than Case 7, 
but the position where the suction side rim of Case 7 
disappears is too close to the blade trailing edge. The tip 
leakage flow directly passes over the blade tip and cannot 
effectively impact the TLV, as shown in Figure 12 (g). 
Therefore, the total pressure loss of Case 7 generated by 
the TLV is larger than Case 6. The comprehensive 
comparisons reveal that Case 6 can maintain the balance of 
the above factors and minimize the total pressure loss 
caused by the TLV. 

Due to the tip leakage flow impact in Case 3~7, the 
TLV moves closer to the endwall and produces stronger 
suppression on the UPV, the length of the UPV in radial 
direction is obviously reduced, especially for case 3 and 4, 
the UPV becomes weaker than Case 1 and 2, the total 

pressure loss caused by the UPV is reduced. Among five 
partial suction side rim tip models, the tip leakage MFR of 
Case 3 is largest, its TLV has the strongest suppression on 
the UPV, thence the total pressure loss produced by the 
UPV is the smallest. While Case 7 has the longest suction 
side rim, the TLV is the least affected by the impact and is 
the closest to the casing surface, its suppression effect on 
the UPV is the poorest, so that Case 7 has the largest total 
pressure loss generated by the UPV among Case 3~7. 

 
HEAT TRANSFER COOLING PERFORMANCE 

In order to research the tip heat transfer performance, 
the blade, vane, shroud and endwall are set as constant 
temperature of 496.3K and 516.3K, the tip heat transfer 
coefficient is calculated by Equation 8[8] 

1 2 1 2( ) / ( )h q q T T    (8) 

where 1q and 2q are the wall heat flux with wall temperature 
of 496.3K and 516.3K. 

Figure 13 compares the value of averaged heat 
transfer coefficient on the cavity bottom among seven 
computational models. For Case 1 and 2 with different tip 
cooling layouts, Layout 2 has a better cooling effect on the 
blade tip, the averaged heat transfer coefficient of Case 2 
on the cavity bottom is reduced by 12.9% compared to 
Case 1. However, the averaged tip heat transfer coefficient 
of Case 3~7 with partial suction side rim is all higher than 
that of Case 2 with the same cooling layout. The more 
suction side rim is removed; the worse tip heat transfer 
performance will be. The averaged tip heat transfer 
coefficient of Case 7 is the lowest among Case 3~7, which 
is only increased by 0.58% compared to Case 2. The result 
indicates that Case7 has the best tip heat transfer 
performance among five partial suction side rim tip 
models. 

Figure 14 shows contours of the tip heat transfer 
coefficient among seven computational models. The high 
heat transfer coefficient zone on the blade tip is mainly 
located at four regions: the cavity bottom reattached line 
(Region 1), rim top (Region 2 and 3) and tip leading edge 
(Region 4), as shown in Figure 14 (a). Under the squeezing 
of the SV, the tip leakage flow entering from the pressure 
side turns to the cavity bottom, the tip leakage flow impact 
on the cavity bottom produces a large-area consecutive 
high heat transfer coefficient stripe in Region 1. 
Meanwhile, when the tip leakage flow enters and exits the 
tip clearance, the flow separation occurs on the rim top. 
The tip leakage flow leaps over the separation bubble and 
then reattaches on the rim top, which makes a narrow high 
heat transfer coefficient stripe in Region 2. The SV out of 
the cavity impacts on the suction side rim at about 70% 
axial chord, which produces the heat transfer deterioration 
in Region 3. As mentioned before, the SV of Case 2 is 
closer to the cavity suction side than Case 1, the SV can 
impact the suction side rim earlier in Case 2. Therefore, the 
high heat transfer coefficient zone caused by the SV impact 
in Case 2 appears earlier on the suction side rim compared 
to Case 1, which is captured in the Figure 14 (a) (b). The 
heat transfer coefficient in Region 4 increases because of 
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the impact of the tip leakage flow entering from the leading 
edge. 
 

 
Figure 13 Averaged Heat Transfer Coefficient on 
the Cavity Bottom among Seven Computational 
Models 

 

 

    
(a) Case 1      (b) Case 2     (c) Case 3 

    
(d) Case 4     (e) Case 5      (f) Case 6 

 
(g) Case 7 

Figure 14 Tip Heat Transfer Coefficient Contours 
Distribution among Seven Computational Models 

 
The coolant flow characteristic determines the tip heat 

transfer coefficient distribution. For Case 1 with film holes 
along the camber line, the cooling injection from the first 
film hole weakens the tip thermal load at the leading edge. 
The third to seventh film holes are located between the 
high heat transfer coefficient stripe (Region 1) and cavity 
suction side, the cooling injection almost follows the tip 
leakage flow towards the suction side, as shown in Figure 
5 (a), failing to reduce the thermal load on the cavity 
bottom effectively. But the heat transfer coefficient on the 
suction side rim top is reduced, owing to a large amount of 
coolant sweeping by. For Case 2 with film holes located 

near the cavity pressure side, the second to seventh film 
holes are located at the center of the high heat transfer 
coefficient stripe (Region 1). Under the cooling effect, the 
stripe is divided into several sections and the heat transfer 
coefficient on the cavity bottom decreases significantly. 
While the part of cooling injection turns to the pressure 
side and interacts with the PCV, the local heat transfer 
deterioration occurs around the film holes. Due to the 
accumulation of more upstream cooling injection, the heat 
transfer coefficient at the cavity trailing edge is reduced 
compared to Case 1. 

In order to explore the mechanism for high heat 
transfer coefficient stripe segmentation in Case 2, the non-
dimensional temperature is defined by Equation 9 

( ) / ( )m m cTT T T    .  (9) 

where  is the mainstream temperature, the rotor inlet 
temperature is taken instead, is the local temperature and

is the coolant temperature. The closer non-dimensional 
temperature is to 1, the closer local temperature is to the 
coolant temperature, the better blade tip cooling effect will 
be. 

 

  

 
Figure 15 Contours of the Non-dimensional 
Temperature on A-A Section and the Heat 
Transfer Coefficient on the Cavity Bottom for 
Case 2 
 

Figure 15 gives contours of the non-dimensional 
temperature on A-A section and the heat transfer 
coefficient on the cavity bottom for Case 2. The lower heat 
transfer coefficient on the cavity bottom is corresponding 
to the higher non-dimensional temperature on the A-A 
section, on the contrary, the higher heat transfer coefficient 
is corresponding to the lower non-dimensional temperature. 
The phenomenon indicates that in Case 2, the coolant 
covers the cavity bottom a distance downstream film holes, 
the tip leakage flow impact is weakened. However, after 
leaving film holes, due to the bifurcation flow occurring 
and the cooling effect reducing, the heat transfer 
coefficient between adjacent film holes where the cooling 
injection cannot well cover is much higher. 



mT
T

cT
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               (a) Case 2 

 
                (b) Case 3 

 
                (c) Case 7 

Figure 16 Mach Number Contours and Vectors 
Distribution at Cross-section: (a) Case 2, (b) Case 
3, (c) Case 7 

 
For the partial suction side rim tip, the increase of the 

tip leakage MFR enhances the strength of tip leakage flow 
impact on the blade tip. The high heat transfer coefficient 
stripe (Region 1) in Case 3~5 obviously expands in the 
range of 20%~50% axial chord, meanwhile it extends to 
70% of axial chord. Figure 16 shows contours of the Mach 
number and vectors at cross-section for Case 2, 3 and 6. 
The SV near 70% axial chord is relatively small in Case 2, 
the tip leakage flow isn’t completely suppressed and 
cannot impact the cavity bottom at 70% axial chord. While 
the SV is strengthened by the increased tip leakage MFR 
and the disappearance of suction side rim in Case 3, the SV 
suppression effect on tip leakage flow is stronger. The tip 
leakage flow directly impacts the cavity bottom with a 
larger angle, thus a new high heat transfer coefficient stripe 
is generated at 70% axial chord. For Case 7, the length of 
suction side rim removed is shorter and the tip leakage 
MFR has a limited increase. The tip leakage flow pattern 
in Case 7 change little compared to Case 2 at cross-section, 
heat transfer deterioration doesn’t occur around 70% axial 
chord.  

 

 
Figure 17 Averaged Film Cooling Effectiveness 
on the Cavity Bottom among Seven 
Computational Models 
 

Figure 17 compares the value of the averaged film 

cooling effectiveness on the cavity bottom among seven 
computational models. The averaged film cooling 
effectiveness of Case 1 is only 0.56 times that of Case 2, 
indicating that the film cooling layout near the cavity 
pressure side can effectively cool the blade tip. Compared 
to the film cooling layout changing, the removal of the 
partial suction side rim has a weak effect on the averaged 
film cooling effectiveness of the blade tip. The averaged 
film cooling effectiveness of Case 3~5 is slightly lower 
than that of Case 2, but the averaged film cooling 
effectiveness of Case 6 and 7 is increased by 2.9% and 2.2% 
respectively compared to Case 2. The result shows that 
cutting off the appropriate length of suction side rim can 
improve the cooling effect on the blade tip. 
 

 

 

(a) Case 1     (b) Case 2     (c) Case 3 

 

(d) Case 4     (e) Case 5      (f) Case 6 

 

(g) Case 7 
Figure 18 Tip Film Cooling Effectiveness 
Contours Distribution among Seven 
Computational Models 
 

Figure 18 contrasts contours of the tip film cooling 
effectiveness among seven computational models. The 
distribution of coolant streamlines determines the tip 
cooling performance. As to Case 1 with film holes along 
the camber line, the cooling injection from film holes at 
middle chord almost is caught up in the tip leakage flow, 
exits the cavity from the suction side and doesn’t diffuse 
inside the cavity in the circumferential direction. The 
cavity bottom in the range of 20%~60% axial chord where 
the heat transfer deterioration is serious, is not well cooled, 
thus the tip film cooling effectiveness is the lowest. While 
for Case 2 with film holes located near the cavity pressure 
side, the cooling injection almost diffuses inside the cavity 
and develops towards the trailing edge, entirely covers the 
cavity bottom. Due to the accumulation of the upstream 
coolant and suppression by the cavity internal vortex at the 
cavity trailing, the film cooling effectiveness downstream 
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the last two film holes is extremely high. The main 
difference of tip cooling effectiveness between Case 3~5 
and Case 2 is located at middle chord near the cavity 
suction side. Excessive removal of the suction side rim 
leads to the coolant out of the cavity earlier than Case 2, 
the film cooling effectiveness at middle chord is reduced 
compared to Case 2. The removal length of the suction side 
rim of Case 6 and 7 is relatively short, the blocking effect 
of the suction side rim prevents the cooling injection 
leaving the blade tip prematurely, the tip cooling efficiency 
at middle chord does not change much. It is noted that the 
absence of partial suction side rim causes the coolant to be 
suppressed and forced to the tip surface at trailing edge, 
where the film cooling effectiveness is improved. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, numerical methods are used to 

investigate the aerodynamics and heat transfer cooling 
performance of the turbine blade squealer tip with the 
intact rim and partial suction side rim. For the intact rim 
tip, the aero-thermal performance of two tip film cooling 
layouts (along the camber line and near the cavity pressure 
side) are compared. Meanwhile, based on the intact rim tip 
with Layout 2, the differences in the total pressure loss and 
heat transfer cooling characteristic of five partial suction 
side rim tip models are analysed, the following conclusions 
are obtained: 

(1) The tip leakage flow impacts the cavity bottom 
under the SV squeezing, which promotes the appearance 
of a high heat transfer coefficient stripe near the reattached 
line. Furthermore, the tip leakage flow reattachment on 
both sides of the rim top makes the narrow high heat 
transfer coefficient stripe. 

(2) The cooling injection diffuses inside the cavity for 
Layout 2, the averaged tip transfer coefficient is reduced 
by 12.9% and averaged tip film cooling effectiveness is 
increased by 76.8% compared to Layout 2. But since the 
SV of Layout 2 is closer to the cavity suction side, the total 
pressure loss is little larger than that of Layout 1.  

(3) The removal of partial suction side rim affects the 
total pressure loss caused by the TLV and UPV. The tip 
leakage flow impact on the TLV at the position where the 
suction side rim is missing weakens the strength of the 
TLV, but the tip leakage MFR increasing accelerates the 
TLV development after the TLV is weakened by the 
impact. Case 6 with 15% axial chord suction side rim 
removed best maintains the balance of two factors and has 
the lowest total pressure loss caused by the TLV. The TLV 
moves toward the endwall due to the impact, its 
suppression on the UPV reduces the total pressure loss 
caused by the UPV. After considering the total pressure 
loss caused by TLV and UPV, Case 6 has the lowest 
averaged total pressure loss, which indicates that removing 
appropriate length of the suction side rim can effectively 
improve aerodynamic performance. 

(4) The excessive removal of the partial suction side 
rim not only brings out the expanding of the high heat 
transfer coefficient strip on the cavity bottom, but also 

leads to the reduction of the tip film cooling effectiveness 
at middle chord, while at the trailing edge, the cooling 
efficiency is improved due to the cooling injection being 
forced to tip surface. Case 7 with 10% of axial chord 
suction side rim removed has the lowest tip averaged heat 
transfer coefficient among Case 3~7, which only increased 
by 0.58% compared to Case 2. 

(5) The comparisons show that Case 7 has the trade-
off the performance of the total pressure loss and tip heat 
transfer coefficient among seven models computed in this 
paper. 

NOMENCLATURE 
= heat transfer coefficient ( ) 
= wall heat flux ( ) 
= temperature ( ) 
= tip clearance ( ) 
= blade height ( ) 
= cavity depth ( ) 
= axial chord ( ) 

= pressure ( ) 
= air flow angle ( ) 
= turbulence intensity 

= rotation speed ( ), vorticity ( ) 
= mass flow rate ( ) 

= film cooling effectiveness 
= blow ratio 

= density ( ) 
= velocity ( ) 

= pressure coefficient 
= total pressure loss coefficient 

= normal vector 
= non-dimensional temperature 

SUBSCRIPTS 
= wall 
, = mainstream 
= stator inlet 
= rotor inlet  
= rotor outlet 
= coolant 

= adiabatic 
= reference 

ABBREVIATIONS 
PS = pressure surface 
SS = suction surface 
SV = scraping vortex 
PCV = pressure side corner vortex 
SCV = suction side corner vortex 
TLV = tip leakage vortex 
UPV = upper passage vortex 
DPV = down passage vortex 
HCV = hub corner vortex  
MFR = mass flow rate 

h 2 1W m K  
q

2W m 
T K
S mm
H mm

sh mm
axC mm

P KPa
 
Tu
 1minr  1s 

m 1kg s 

M
 3kg m
v

1m s
pC
ptC

n


w
 m
0
1
2
c
aw
ref
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